The FasTesT Ground in rodeo
by Kathy Thornton
Sitting in the Thomas and Mack
Center in Las Vegas looking down on the
arena I wonder how many rodeo fans understand what goes into preparing this venue
for competition. Most aspects are apparent;
the bucking chutes, the timed event chutes,
the yellow Wrangler banners that line the
arena and the placement of advertising all
done with great professionalism.
The one component that ties all of
this professionalism together is the ground,
“rodeo dirt.” Dirt, as old as rodeo itself, has
gone through changes like the quality of
contestants and livestock through the years.
Livestock breeding programs and
championship clinics for the contestants
have helped the cowboy evolve into the
professional you enjoy watching today. The
same could be said for rodeo dirt. From
dusty main streets and circled wagons out
on the range to what we see from our seats
at the Thomas and Mack, rodeo dirt has
made advancements. But we can’t become
complacent - we must be diligent in pursuing the best strategy for ground preparation
to benefit all rodeo athletes and stock.
With any professional sport the
players make their task look effortless from
where we are seated. The hours spent practicing and traveling go unnoticed. This is
also true of the knowledge and experimenting with the ground at thousands of amateur
and pro rodeos, barrel races, team ropings
and bull ridings throughout the United
States.
All rodeo events depend on and
react to arena dirt. With the high level of
competition at today’s rodeos the consistency of the ground is a determining factor
on how well the contestant and the livestock
perform. Arena dirt is one of the most overlooked and under appreciated factors of the
sport of rodeo.
It used to be cowboys on cow
horses. Now it’s professional athletes on
race horses. The rodeo cowboys and cowgirls depend on quality equipment in order
to execute their individual event at a demanding level. They also depend on the
producers/committees to prepare the ground
and sometimes they just don’t get the job
done. With the extreme level of competition at today’s rodeos, the consistency of the
ground is a determining factor on how well
the contestant and the livestock perform.
The ground can change from the
first performance to the last of an event allowing all the money to be won in a single
performance. The ground should remain
constant throughout an event and in optimum condition for safety and fairness.
The PRCA rodeo committees and
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